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To Lydia wegman
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Subject Re: Ozone Timing

That's ok. The préss will be looking for the rule. But once it's signed, we have time oñ the'12th to load the
rule on the website. The rtc can follow later that day. I guess we have to rely on technical correct¡ons
later, afrer rule is fi'd.
We've been waiting for secondary std comrnents. They're p.o.'D about the separate std. . I can call
around, since the homets are already worked up, I can't do much harm. Gys

Lydia Wegman

--- Original Message ---
Ffom: Lydia l{egman
Sent: 03/07 /2008 05:48 PM EST .q .ç

Ío: George Sugiyama 1,,1.

sirbject: Re: o"ã¡" Timing . ''{o'

I understand he wants it by 11 AM. I think we should be able to get the package to him by then, but t won,t
know for sure until we know what is happening on the secondary standard. Wê've receivêd no comments
on that so far and I do¡'t_knowwhen they might come in. We plan to work on the RTG throughoul the day
and evening on March 12, so thatwon't be completed until around 9 PM on the 12th-at least I hope its
done by 9 PM.

Georç Sugiyama/DC/USEPA/US

Georye
Sugþma/DG/USEPA/US
'æß7nOOg 07:30 PM

George ç-.
Sugiyama/DG/USEPMTS

03l07l200g 05:07 PM '

g
To Lyd¡a Wegman/RTp/USEpA/US@EpA

oc

Subject Ozone Timing

É

Lydia: Just called to make gure you were aware of the timing. Chärles l. wants the entire package by 11
AM on the 12th. because of the importance of the package. and the need to notiff fotks, plus a piãnnéO
IPM on the 12th press conferenoe, we can't count on any î1:sg PM signings. .This also means closing
the loop on oomments from, and responses to, our friends on 17th street and Jackson Plaoe, among a-ny
others.

George Sugiyama
Counsel to Assistant Administrator
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